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As recognized, adventure as competently as experience virtually lesson, amusement, as competently as
accord can be gotten by just checking out a book
Differentiating Instruction With Menus Social Studies
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then it is not directly done, you could tolerate even more more or less this life, just about
the world.
We manage to pay for you this proper as competently as easy mannerism to acquire those all. We meet the
expense of Differentiating Instruction With Menus Social Studies Grades 3 5 and numerous books
collections from fictions to scientific research in any way. accompanied by them is this Differentiating
Instruction With Menus Social Studies Grades 3 5 that can be your partner.

Differentiating Instruction for Students With Learning Disabilities
William N. Bender 2008 A guide to
differentiated instruction covers such topics as metacognitive and scaffolded learning, tutoring, selfmanagement, and assessment.
Differentiated Instruction Using Technology
Amy Benjamin 2014-01-09 Like Amy Benjamin’s other books,
this one is easy to read and simple to implement. It demonstrates that you can manage the complexities of
differentiated instruction – and save time -- by using technology as you teach. It showcases classroomtested activities and strategies which are easy to apply in your own classroom.
Differentiated Literacy and Language Arts Strategies for the Elementary Classroom
Shellie Hipsky 2011
Although it can seem a daunting task to individualize learning for all students, this book provides
specific “how-to” techniques to make it happen, equipping you with the tools you need to differentiate
instruction for all students: general education, gifted and talented, challenged, or English Language
Learners (ELL). Addressing the reader with an engaging personalized tone, expert Dr. Shellie Hipsky
demystifies the process of differentiated instruction as you tour elementary school classrooms with
diverse populations and observe research-based strategies that transform theory into practical
differentiated instructional techniques for literacy and language arts skills. You will gain valuable
insights from seasoned elementary teachers through real life concrete examples, find advice for
implementing strategies in literacy-based classrooms, learn how to create an effective learning
environment, and utilize appropriate instructional techniques based on students' abilities, learning
profiles, and interests. Additionally, you will explore strategies to differentiate in the reading areas
of emerging literacy skills, vocabulary, comprehension, and fluency as well as writing, speaking,
listening, and content area reading. Every chapter in the book includes specific illuminating classroom
examples, questions for reflecting on the reading, active engagement ideas for further exploration of the
topic, and conclusions. Strategies to simplify documentation, including the use of the Literacy and
Language Arts Learning Skills Check Sheet, Differentiated Choice Chart, and a Portfolio Record Sheet,
provide ways to organize important student information. A unique journal kept by an elementary teacher,
whose classroom is visited in the text, rounds out the book as it demonstrates a year's worth of
successful implementation of differentiation assessment and instruction. Differentiated Literacy and
Language Arts Strategies for the Elementary Classroom focuses on the needs of pre-service teachers and
yet it has ample strategies to positively impact the classrooms of current teachers.
Differentiation in the Elementary Grades
Kristina J. Doubet 2017-10-16 In this comprehensive resource
for elementary school teachers, Kristina J. Doubet and Jessica A. Hockett explore how to use
differentiated instruction to help students be more successful learners--regardless of background, native
language, learning preference, or motivation. They explain how to * Create a healthy classroom community
in which students' unique qualities and needs are as important as the ones they have in common. *
Translate curriculum into manageable and meaningful learning goals that are fit to be differentiated. *
Use pre-assessment and formative assessment to uncover students' learning needs, tailor tasks
accordingly, and ensure that students are "getting it." * Provide interactive learning experiences that
encourage students to engage with both the content and one another. * Present students with avenues to
take in, process, and produce knowledge that appeal to their varied interests and learning preferences. *
Navigate potential roadblocks to differentiation. Each chapter provides a plethora of practical tools,
templates, and strategies for a variety of subject areas developed by and for real teachers. Whether
you're new to differentiated instruction or looking to expand your repertoire of DI strategies,
Differentiation in the Elementary Grades will show you classroom-tested ways to better engage students
and help them succeed every day. Includes URL and password for free downloadable forms.
Differentiating Instruction With Menus
Laurie E. Westphal 2021-09-10 The Differentiating Instruction
With Menus series offers teachers exciting tools to challenge and reach both gifted and advanced students
in the classroom. Whether these students need enrichment, choice in independent practice, or even
additional academic options resulting from curriculum compacting, these books provide teachers a complete
ready-to-use resource. Each book includes a rubric that can assess different types of products, free
choice proposal forms to encourage independent study, specific guidelines for each of the products
included in the menus to save the teacher time, and challenging menus to meet the needs of these diverse

higher level learners. Differentiating Instruction With Menus: Social Studies (Grades K-2) contains
attractive reproducible menus, based on the levels of Bloom's revised taxonomy, that students can use as
a guide when making decisions about which products they will develop after they study a major concept or
unit. Topics addressed include culture and citizenship, geography, government, history, and people and
places. The products included on the menu are carefully selected from various learning styles to build
students' excitement and so that teachers can more accurately assess the depth of what has been learned.
Using creative and challenging choices found in Three-Shape Menus, Tic-Tac-Toe Menus, Meal Menus, Give Me
Five Menus, 2-5-8 Menus, and List Menus, students will look forward to sharing their newfound knowledge
throughout the year! Grades K-2
Journal of School Leadership
2002
Differentiating Instruction With Menus for the Inclusive Classroom
Laurie E. Westphal 2021-09-03
Differentiating Instruction With Menus for the Inclusive Classroom: Social Studies for grades 6-8 offers
teachers who have multiple ability levels in one classroom everything they need to create a studentcentered learning environment based on choice. For each topic covered, there are two menus that look
similar but contain differentiated content: one menu for students working on grade level and the other
for students working below grade level. Using the creative, challenging choices found in Tic-Tac-Toe
menus, List menus, 2-5-8 menus, and Game Show menus, students will demonstrate their knowledge with
unique, exciting products. Also included are specific guidelines for products, assessment rubrics, and
teacher introduction pages for each menu. These menus can also be used in conjunction with the
Differentiating Instruction With Menus series (for students working above grade level) for three tiers of
complementary menus. Grades 6-8
Vis in een boom
Lynda Mullaly Hunt 2021-08-09 Een ontroerend en bekroond feel good verhaal voor ieder
mens dat wel eens het gevoel heeft buiten de boot te vallen of anders te zijn. 'Iedereen is goed in iets,
op zijn eigen manier. Maar als je een vis in een boom laat klimmen en hem daarop beoordeelt, zal hij zijn
hele leven denken dat hij dom is.' - Albert Einstein Ally is slim. Slim genoeg om iedereen voor de gek te
houden. In welke klas ze ook terechtkomt, ze is kampioen in het voorkomen dat iemand haar geheim ontdekt.
Ze kan namelijk niet lezen. Maar dan krijgt ze een nieuwe meester. Hij begrijpt dat er achter Ally’s
stoerheid een ander meisje zit. Een meisje dat helemaal niet dom is, maar dyslectisch. Voor Ally vallen
alle puzzelstukjes langzaam op hun plaats. Haar zelfvertrouwen groeit en er gaat een wereld voor haar
open.
The Parallel Curriculum
Carol Ann Tomlinson 2008-10-22 Engage students with a rich curriculum that
strengthens their capacity as learners and thinkers! Every learner is somewhere on a path toward
expertise in a content area. This resource promotes a model for developing high-quality curriculum that
moves learners along the continuum toward expertise and provides sample units and rubrics to help
implement differentiated curriculum. Teachers can use four curriculum parallels that incorporate
Ascending Intellectual Demand to: Determine current student performance levels Appropriately challenge
all students in each subject area Extend the abilities of students who perform at advanced levels Provide
learning activities that elevate analytical, critical, and creative thinking
Differentiating Instruction With Menus
Laurie E. Westphal 2021-09-10 The best-selling Differentiating
Instruction With Menus series has helped teachers nationwide differentiate instruction for their highability learners with easy-to-use menus and exciting tools to challenge and reach gifted and advanced
students in the classroom. Each book includes an updated, student-friendly rubric that can assess
different types of products, free choice proposal forms to encourage independent study, and new and
favorite challenging menus to meet the needs of these diverse higher level learners. Readers will also be
able to save time by using updated guidelines that reflect changes in technology for each of the products
included in the menus and find direct alignment with standards approved in recent years. Topics addressed
in Differentiating Instruction With Menus: Social Studies (Grades 6-8, 2nd ed.) include U.S. history,
government, people, and geography. Grades 6-8
We gingen bramen plukken
Doris Buchanan Smith 1988 Een 9-jarige jongen vertelt over zijn vriendje Jamie,
die is gestorven nadat hij door een bij is gestoken. Maar gelukkig begrijpen de mensen om hem heen hoe
hij zich voelt.
Differentiation Strategies for Social Studies
Wendy Conklin 2009-07-15 Written specifically for K-12
social studies teachers, this resource provides the "nuts and bolts" of differentiation. Presented in an
easy-to-implement format, this handy notebook is designed to facilitate the understanding and process of
writing differentiated lessons to accommodate all readiness levels, learning styles, and interests. The
lessons are based on various differentiation strategies including tiered assignments, tiered graphic
organizers, leveled questions, using realia, leveled learning centers, choices board, discovery-based
learning, and personal agendas. Additionally, the les.
Het pedagogisch quotiënt
Alexander Minnaert 2009-02-02 De kernvraag van dit boek is: wat is de
pedagogische kwaliteit? Is het mogelijk hiervoor normen te ontwikkelen? Welke kwaliteitseisen kun je
opstellen bij de beoordeling van gezinnen, ouders, agogische instellingen en hen die hierbij beroepshalve
betrokken zijn? Dit boek geeft antwoord op de vragen die betrekking hebben op de pedagogische kwaliteiten
van professionals (en instanties) als het gaat om opvoeding, hulpverlening, onderwijs en educatie. Dit
gebeurt vanuit vier perspectieven: een algemeen pedagogisch perspectief, een orthopedagogisch
perspectief, een onderwijskundig perspectief en een andragogisch perspectief.Dit boek bestaat uit twee
delen: een deel over opvoeding en hulpverlening en een deel over onderwijs en educatie.
Differentiating Instruction with Menus: Social Studies (Grades K-2)
Laurie E. Westphal 2010-10-01
Differentiating Instruction With Menus: Grades K-2: Social Studies offers teachers exciting tools to
challenge and teach every child in a mixed-ability classroom. This books provide several different types

of menus that students can use to select exciting products that they will develop so teachers can assess
what has been learned--instead of using a traditional worksheet format. Differentiating Instruction With
Menus: Grades K-2: Social Studies contains attractive reproducible menus, based on the levels of Bloom's
Revised taxonomy, that students can use as a guide when making decisions about which products they will
develop after they study a major concept or unit. Using creative and challenging choices found in ThreeShape Menus, Tic-Tac-Toe Menus, Meal Menus, Give Me Five Menus, 2-5-8 Menus, and List Menus, students
will look forward to sharing their newfound knowledge throughout the year. Also included are specific
guidelines for products with graphics to help students easily match a product with its criteria, a rubric
for assessing student products, and teacher introduction pages for each menu. Grades K-2
From the Desk of the Middle School Principal
Kathleen Marie Brown 2002 Brown (educational leadership, U.
of North Carolina, Chapel Hill) and Anfara (educational leadership, U. of Tennessee, Knoxville) examine
education at the middle years level from the principal's perspective, spotlighting the principal's role
in school reform and improvement based on the belief that schools should be responsive to the
developmental needs of their students. Centered on a study of 98 principals in Pennsylvania, New Jersey,
and North Carolina, seven chapters explore the strategies used by principals in their responsiveness to
students, to faculty and staff, and to their schools and communities. For aspiring and practicing middle
school principals, board members, teachers and parents. Annotation copyrighted by Book News, Inc.,
Portland, OR
Exemplary Instruction in the Middle Grades
Diane Lapp 2012-01-27 Offering fresh alternatives to common
instructional practices that fail to get results, this accessible, highly practical guide highlights ways
to motivate middle school students while enhancing content-area learning. Each chapter features an
enlightening case study of a teacher whose current strategies are not supported by research; describes
effective instructional alternatives, illustrated with concrete examples; and lists online resources and
lesson examples. Emphasis is given to supporting critical engagement with texts and drawing on technology
and new literacies. The book covers specific content areas—including science, social studies, math, and
literature—as well as ways to teach oral literacy and writing across the curriculum.
Social Studies
Laurie E. Westphal 2007 Differentiating Instruction With Menus offers teachers everything
they need to create a student-centered learning environment based on choice. Addressing the four main
subject areas (language arts, math, science, and social studies) and the major concepts taught within
these areas, these books provide a number of different types of menus that elementary-aged students can
use to select exciting products that they will develop so teachers can assess what has been
learned—instead of using a traditional worksheet format. Each book contains attractive reproducible
menus, each based on the levels of Bloom's revised taxonomy, for students to use to guide them in making
decisions as to which products they will develop after studying a major concept or unit. Using creative
and challenging choices found in Tic-Tac-Toe Menus, List Menus, 2-5-8 Menus, Baseball Menus, and Game
Show Menus, students will look forward to sharing their newfound knowledge throughout the year. Also
included are specific guidelines for products, rubrics for assessing student products, and teacher
introduction pages for each menu. This book includes menus that teach students about ancient history,
American history, government, U.S. documents, people in history, and geography.
The Parallel Curriculum (Multimedia Kit)
Carol Ann Tomlinson 2005-04-21 Now you can easily introduce,
demonstrate, and elaborate upon the Parallel Curriculum Model in your own staff development training with
this complete multimedia kit! Includes: Companion Book, VHS Videotape (45 min.), DVD, Facilitator's Guide
The Parallel Curriculum in the Classroom, Book 2
Carol Ann Tomlinson 2005-09-08 Based on the Parallel
Curriculum Model, this book provides curriculum units in social studies, science, art, and language arts
for use in primary, elementary, middle, and high school settings.
Co-Teaching in the Differentiated Classroom
Melinda L. Fattig 2007-12-10 Co-Teaching in the
Differentiated Classroom is a practical hands-on guide that explains how to implement co-teaching
programs in mixed-ability classrooms. Based on the authors' award-winning model, this important guide
shows how special education teachers can pair with general education teachers to improve classroom
functioning while promoting high achievement for all students. The book provides tested frameworks and
tools for teacher collaboration on lesson planning, student grouping, assessment, and discipline. It also
offers guidance on managing overcrowded classrooms and on designing and implementing differentiated
lessons and assignments, and includes advice for administrators.
De bliksemdief
Rick Riordan 2012-08-29 Percy Jackson staat op het punt om van school getrapt te worden.
Alweer... Een dat is nog maar zijn kleinste zorg, want hij ontdekt dat hij de nakomeling is van een
Griekse god. Als de bliksemschicht van Zeus wordt gestolen hebben Percy en zijn vrienden tien dagen de
tijd om zijn onschuld te bewijzen, anders zal er een oorlog uitbreken op de Olympus.
Differentiating Instruction With Menus
Laurie E. Westphal 2021-09-03 Differentiating Instruction With
Menus: U.S. History (grades 9-12) offers teachers everything needed to create a student-centered learning
environment based on choice in the high school classroom. This book: Features attractive reproducible
menus and rubrics. Is based on the levels of Bloom's revised taxonomy. Incorporates different learning
styles. Makes incorporating choice into the classroom stress-free for both teachers and their students.
Topics addressed include history, geography, economics, government, and culture. Ideal for
differentiating for gifted and advanced learners, these menus can be used to guide students in making
decisions as to which products they will develop after studying a major concept or unit.
Differentiating Instruction with Menus for the Inclusive Classroom
Laurie E. Westphal 2012 "Offers
teachers everything needed to create a student-centered learning environment based on choice. This book
provides five different types of menus that students can use to select exciting products that they will
develop so teachers can assess what has been learned--instead of using a traditional worksheet format.

Topics addressed include ancient history, American history, government, U.S. documents, people in
history, and geography."--Pg.4 of cover.
The Flexible ELA Classroom
Amber Chandler 2016-09-13 Find out how to differentiate your middle school
ELA instruction so that all students can become better readers, writers, and critical thinkers. Author
Amber Chandler invites you into her classroom and shows how you can adjust your lessons to suit different
learning needs while still meeting state standards and keeping your students accountable. She provides a
wide variety of helpful tools and strategies, ranging from easy options that you can try out immediately
to deeper-integration ideas that will reshape your classroom as a flexible, personalized learning
environment. Topics include: Using choice boards and menus to teach vocabulary, reading, and presentation
skills in fun and interactive ways; Grouping students strategically to maximize learning outcomes and
encourage collaboration; Making vocabulary learning interesting and memorable with visual aids, tiered
lists, and personalized word studies; Designing your own Project Based Learning lessons to unleash your
students’ creativity; Assessing students’ progress without the use of one-size-fits-all testing; And
more! Bonus: downloadable versions of some of the rubrics and handouts in this book are available on the
Routledge website at http://www.routledge.com/9781138681040. Also, check out the book’s website,
doyoudifferentiate.com, for additional articles and strategies.
The Cluster Grouping Handbook: A Schoolwide Model
Susan Winebrenner 2008-04-15 In today’s standardsdriven era, how can teachers motivate and challenge gifted learners and ensure that all students reach
their potential—without major budget implications? This book provides a compelling answer: the Schoolwide
Cluster Grouping Model (SCGM). The authors explain how the model differs from grouping practices of the
past, and they present a roadmap for implementing, sustaining, and evaluating schoolwide cluster
grouping. Practitioners will find a wealth of teacher-tested classroom strategies along with detailed
information on identifying students for clusters, gaining support from parents, and providing ongoing
professional development. Digital content features customizable reproducible forms and a PowerPoint
presentation designed for in-service training.
Strategies for Differentiating Instruction
Julia L. Roberts 2021-11-05 This updated edition of the bestselling Strategies for Differentiating Instruction offers practical strategies that allow all students to
learn at appropriately challenging levels and make continuous progress by focusing on their various
levels of knowledge and readiness to learn. Written in a teacher-friendly manner, the book presents
strategies that can be used in any classroom to ensure that each student's needs are met. This third
edition includes strategies for Common Core State Standards alignment plus new Developing and Assessing
Products (DAP) tools for a variety of products. Designed specifically for teachers who are new to
differentiated instruction, this book offers sound, practical advice for preassessing students,
implementing differentiation strategies, and managing and assessing student learning. This book is filled
with the essentials teachers need to know in order to differentiate instruction and address all students'
needs, interests, and abilities.
Differentiated Instruction: Creating Inclusive Classrooms
Jacqueline Thousand 2018-01-10 In today’s
diverse classrooms, teachers need to be equipped with the necessary tools to address the wide range of
learning differences among all students, including students who are learning English along with the
curriculum, students with identified disabilities, and students impacted by poverty and homelessness.
This quick-reference laminate guide by Jacqueline Thousand and Richard Villa provides a framework,
examples, as well as technology and print resources to help classroom teachers differentiate their
instruction using Retrofit and Universal Design for Learning (UDL) approaches and Multiple Intelligences
theory. It also provides actions administrators can take to promote inclusive schooling and
differentiated instruction.
New Considerations and Best Practices for Training Special Education Teachers
Bell, Jeremy 2022-02-18
The topic of special education is rich in knowledge and pedagogy that covers multiple disciplines within
the school environment. Many special educators complete graduate degrees and explore a variety of topics
within the special education context; however, there is a need for more resources that provide essential
knowledge to special education professionals. New Considerations and Best Practices for Training Special
Education Teachers discusses best practices and strategies special education professionals require to
become more proficient in teaching students with exceptional needs and addresses the most important
components of the special education teacher’s job. Serving as a guide of what a special educator must
know to be effective within the classroom and providing an overview of the most important components of
the special education teacher’s job, the needs of the special educator, along with new research in the
field, this timely book covers a range of topics such as assistive technologies and special education
law. It is ideal for special education teachers, industry professionals, guidance counselors,
academicians, professors, researchers, practitioners, and students.
Differentiating Instruction with Menus: Social Studies (Grades 3-5)
Laurie Westphal 2016-04-30
Differentiating Instruction With Menus for the Inclusive Classroom
Laurie E. Westphal 2021-09-03
Differentiating Instruction With Menus for the Inclusive Classroom: Social Studies for grades K-2 offers
teachers everything needed to create a student-centered learning environment based on choice. This book
provides seven different types of menus that students can use to select exciting products that they will
develop so teachers can assess what has been learned—instead of using a traditional worksheet format.
Topics addressed include citizenship and culture, geography, government, history, and people and places.
Differentiating Instruction With Menus for the Inclusive Classroom: Social Studies provides numerous
types of leveled menus that lower and on-level primary-age students can use to select exciting products
to demonstrate learning. Menus with similar formats but geared toward varying ability levels allow
teachers to differentiate easily. Using the creative and challenging choices found in Meal menus, Tic-Tac-

Toe menus, Target-Based List menus, 2-5-8 menus, Give Me 5 menus, Three-Shape menus, and Pick 3 menus,
students will look forward to sharing their newfound knowledge throughout the year. Also included are
specific guidelines for products, rubrics for assessing student products, and teacher introduction pages
for each menu. This is a must-have for any teacher wanting to differentiate for a wide range of learners!
Grades K-2
Examining Response to Intervention (RTI) Models in Secondary Education
Pam Epler 2015-06-30 Response to
Intervention (RTI) is an intervention model designed to assist all students regardless of their academic
ability. It seeks to assist students who are struggling in academics by providing them with targeted
assistance in the form of tutoring, pull-out services, and differentiated classroom instruction.
Examining Response to Intervention (RTI) Models in Secondary Education highlights the application of the
RTI model to secondary schools through instructional strategies and real-world examples of how this model
can be used at the middle and high school levels. Through a series of informative and timely chapters
written by global educational specialists, this publication is ideally designed for use by middle and
high school teachers and school administrators as well as professors and students in upper-level
Educational Leadership and Secondary Education programs.
So Each May Learn
Harvey F. Silver 2000 A practical guide to meet the challenges of student diversity
while promoting high achievement uses two learning models--multiple intelligences and learning styles.
Differentiating Instruction for Gifted Learners
Christine L. Weber 2021-09-03 Differentiating
Instruction for Gifted Learners allows educators and stakeholders to examine issues related to
differentiating curriculum and instruction in a variety of contexts. The case studies in this rich
resource analyze various differentiation strategies and their benefits to promote classrooms where every
student belongs, every student is valued, and every student is nurtured. The cases facilitate
conversations about children and their unique needs by situating learning in authentic and meaningful
contexts, with the goal of helping educators improve services and programs for gifted and talented
students. "Things to Consider" guide the reader's thinking without imparting an explicit action,
recommendation, or solution. Discussion questions, activities, extensions, and suggestions for additional
readings support the standards of excellence set forth in the revised NAGC-CEC Teacher Preparation
Standards in Gifted and Talented Education and the NAGC-CEC Advanced Standards in Gifted Education
Teacher Preparation.
Differentiated Instruction Using Technology
Amy Benjamin 2014-01-09 Like Amy Benjamin’s other books,
this one is easy to read and simple to implement. It demonstrates that you can manage the complexities of
differentiated instruction – and save time -- by using technology as you teach. It showcases classroomtested activities and strategies which are easy to apply in your own classroom.
Advanced Strategies and Models for Integrating RTI in Secondary Schools
Epler, Pam L. 2019-01-18 To
better identify and assist struggling students and avoid unnecessary placement into special education
services, the service delivery model response to intervention (RTI) is used with the general education
population. Even though RTI has been studied in elementary schools for many years, further research on
its use at the secondary academic level is scarce. Advanced Strategies and Models for Integrating RTI in
Secondary Schools provides emerging research exploring the advanced theoretical and practical aspects of
the use of RTI to assist teachers in providing research-based instructional strategies to students who
are failing their academic subjects. Featuring coverage on a broad range of topics such as behavioral
response, progress monitoring, and career readiness, this book is ideally designed for educators,
researchers, and academic professionals seeking current research on the most effective models in place to
promote positive student academic achievement.
Parallel Curriculum Units for Social Studies, Grades 6-12
Jeanne H. Purcell 2009-10-29 Covering history,
geography, and sociology, these sample lessons and units show how to use the Parallel Curriculum Model to
provide rigorous learning opportunities for students in social studies.
Inspiring Elementary Learners
Kathleen Kryza 2008-08-21 Provides differentiated instructional
techniques, lesson examples, and assessment rubrics across core subject areas to nurture a love for
learning in socially, culturally, and academically diverse learners.
Differentiating Instruction With Menus for the Inclusive Classroom
Laurie E. Westphal 2021-09-03
Differentiating Instruction With Menus for the Inclusive Classroom: Social Studies for grades 3-5 offers
teachers everything they need to create a student-centered learning environment based on choice. This
book provides five different types of menus that students can use to select exciting products that they
will develop so teachers can assess what has been learned—instead of using a traditional worksheet
format. Topics addressed include ancient history, American history, government, U.S. documents, people in
history, and geography. Differentiating Instruction With Menus for the Inclusive Classroom: Social
Studies provides numerous types of leveled menus that lower and on-level elementary-aged students can use
to demonstrate learning through a method of their choice. Menus with similar formats but geared towards
varying ability levels allow teachers to differentiate easily. Using the creative and challenging choices
found in Three Shape menus, Tic-Tac-Toe menus, List menus, 2-5-8 menus, and Game Show menus, students
will look forward to sharing their newfound knowledge throughout the year. Also included are specific
guidelines for products, rubrics for assessing student products, and teacher introduction pages for each
menu.This is a must-have for any teacher wanting to differentiate for a wide range of learners! Grades
3-5
The Parallel Curriculum (Multimedia Kit): A Design to Develop Learner Potential and Challenge Advanced
Learners
Sandra N. Kaplan 2009-09
Differentiating Instruction with Menus: Social Studies (Grades 6-8)
Laurie Westphal 2017-05-15
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